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May 12, 2014 by Grant Clauser

While we’ve seen a lot of extreme home
theaters, most fall into a few standard
designs. Every home theater is unique, but
few are as unique and elegant as the room
that Acoustic Smart and Audio Interiors
created for this Sagaponack, N.Y., home.

Richard Charschan of Acoustic Smart,
Merrick, N.Y., was involved from the start—
he had to be, because this room was a test
even before the first scoop of dirt was lifted
for the basement. He was introduced by the
A/V integration firm Audio Interiors,
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Interior Designer
Julie Hillman Design
New York, N.Y.
www.juliehillman.com

Find custom electronics installers
who provide home theater systems,
lighting, home automation, A/V and
more. 
Locate an installer today!

A Star Is Born

Acoustic Smart was one of the
first companies to install star
ceilings in theaters, and this
offering remains one of the
company’s specialties. “Years ago
we were trained by Disney,” says
company president Richard
Charschan. While a lot of
installers use pre fabricated star
panels with small LED lights for
the stars, Acoustic Smart does it
the old-fashioned way, with fiber
optics and a twinkle wheel—to
give the stars a more realistic
appearance. Acoustic Smart also
uses fiber optics of varying
diameters to make the stars
different sizes. Charschan says
this adds depth to the illusion.
Using sky maps, the company will
customize the arrangement of the
stars to reflect special dates or
locations. In this theater, the
owner can use a Crestron
controller to adjust the speed and
frequency of the shooting stars.

Hauppauge, N.Y., to the prominent New York
interior designer Julie Hillman of Julie Hillman
Designs. “She told us the concept and we
knew it would be an acoustic challenge, but
that’s our job,” says Charschan.

What made this home theater project such a
challenge is that there were to be no straight
lines in the entire room. The only flat surface
would be the floor. Curved walls and a curved
ceiling could be an acoustic nightmare. They
would also make a visual statement.

The inspiration for the room all started with a
curved sofa, which would be incorporated
instead of traditional motorized theater seats.
In fact, the theater received two sofas, each placed on separate tiers, that stretch the
width of the room. These weren’t ordinary sofas, either. They had to be custom built in
the room: first the seat panels and then the upholstery. “It was all very unorthodox,”
says Charschan.

Like the sofa, the theater’s 155-inch Vutec screen is curved and oversized for the
roughly 530-square-foot room. Together, the sofa and screen create a totally
immersive experience for the viewer. The owner wanted the screen to totally fill up the
field of view. “It’s an IMAX-type vibe,” says Charschan.

To light up that large screen, a SIM2 Lumis 3D SOLO 3-chip DLP projector, which
produces 4,000 lumens of light, was installed in an adjacent room. A projector this
bright generates a bit of noise, so hanging it in the room was not an option. A long-
throw lens was used to help the projector illuminate the screen.

Building an acoustically sound, curved wall is
harder than one might imagine. Most high-
performance theaters actually have false
walls in which the acoustically transparent
fabric covers a mix of sound absorbers,
diffusers and reflectors, as well as wall-
recessed speakers. The trouble with curves is
that it’s almost impossible to stretch fabric in
a convex curve without it bunching up and
looking awkward. Acoustic Smart worked with
its fabric track designer to create a custom-
curved track on which to affix the fabric. All of
the acoustic substrate panels also had to be
specially designed, because standard flat
panels wouldn’t fit. “I was really sweating this,
but it came out perfectly,” says Charschan.

Speaker placement in a curved room also
takes extra care because the seating rows
aren’t straight. A surround speaker ideally
placed for a person on one end of the sofa
will be totally wrong for the person sitting in
the middle because they’re different
distances from the screen. Careful acoustical
analysis and calibration was needed to make
the audio sound perfect for every guest.

Bowers & Wilkins and Classé were selected
for the room’s audio. The surround speakers
are B&W CWM73 3-way in-wall speakers in
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VIDEO EQUIPMENT:
1 SIM2 LUMIS 3D SOLO T3 3D 3-chip Full HD Projector

(Finest quality 3-chip DLP video projector. 4000 ANSI lumen light output. 1080p reoslution. Hand built in Italy.

Compact size chassis. Special long throw lens. Compatible with all HDTV and 3D sources. Includes 4 pairs

of 3D glasses)

1 Chief Manufacturing RPA242 Ceiling Mount

6 SIM2 SIM2 Xpand Active 3D Glasses

(Additional 3D Glasses as per Client’s request)

1 Vutec 01-DCFS076135SS Custom Dyna-Curve Screen

(Custom huge 16:9 curved screen. Image size 76-inches high x 135-inches wide. SoundScreen acoustically

transparent material)

1 Oppo Digital BDP-93 Region Free Blu ray Disc Player

(Specially modified Blu-ray disc will play discs from any country. Also plays CD audio)

1 Atlona AT-HD4-100SR HDMI + IR/RS232 Extender up to 330ft over CAT5/6 (HDMI1.4) with Local HDMI

Output

1 Apple MC572LL/A AppleTV

(New Apple TV devices connect to iTunes to provide access to digital music library. Also offers Video on

Demand, Netflix, YouTube and other streaming video services. Note: New Apple TV requires a computer on

the network running iTunes to allow access of all features.)

backboxes, while the front left, center and
right speakers are B&W CT8.2s, all driven by Classé amps. Four B&W CTSW15 15-
inch subwoofers provide the bass.

Like the walls, the ceiling also presented a challenge. Acoustic Smart is known for its
ability to create detailed star ceilings, but this time the curve of the ceiling required a
similar treatment to that of the walls. All of the acoustical panels were custom made. A
special LED system also had to be ordered for the color-changing lights that would
rim the room.

After the effect of the liquid shape and the comfy sofa settles in, it’s pure A/V bliss, as
there’s nothing else to cause distraction. Many home theaters include movie posters,
decorative columns or sconces. This room was designed for watching the screen and
nothing else. Even a small snack and drink area is obscured in a small alcove. The
room is meant to be a retreat from the world.

Along those lines, it was also important to keep everything that happens in the theater
from leaking out to the rest of the home. The entire room is acoustically decoupled
with isolation clips so the walls and ceiling are not attached to the studs. The room is
essentially floating, which keeps the people upstairs happy, too.

More home theater and entertainment articles:
Soundbar or Soundbase? Which Speaker Style is for You?
10 Tips to Make a Family Room Look Like a Theater
7 Most Important Features in a Media Manager for Music and Movies
9 Overlooked Home Theater Features

Follow Electronic House on Facebook and Twitter.

Grant Clauser - Technology and Web Editor, Electronic House
Grant Clauser has been covering home electronics for more than 10
years with editorial roles in several consumer and trade magazines. He's
done ISF-level damage to hundreds of reviewed products and has had
training from THX, the Home Acoustics Alliance, Control4 and Sencore.
His latest book is Necessary Myths. Follow him on Twitter @geclauser.
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1 Cablevision HD-DVR Recording Cable Box 

(HDTV Tivo-like recording cable box supplied by Cablevision)

1 DirecTV Existing 

(HD DirecTV receiver to supplied by DirecTV. We will coordinate the installation with DirecTV for you)

AUDIO EQUIPMENT:
1 Classe Audio CT-SSP Surround Sound Processor

(Premium Dolby DTS HDMI 1.4 Preamplifier. Professional broadcast studio quality sound)

3 Classe Audio CT-M300 300-Watt Monaural Power Amp

(Three MONO amplifiers for Left/Center/and Right channels)

1 Classe Audio CT-5300 Multi channel Power Amp

(Multi-channel amplifier powers Side and Rear channel speakers)

2 B&W SA 1000 Subwoofer Amplifier

(Discrete power amps power four B&W subwoofers)

LOUDSPEAKERS:
3 B&W CT8.2 LCRS Loudspeaker

(B&W 800-Series main Left/Center/Right speakers will be located behind acoustical screen)

4 B&W CTSW15 15-inch Theater Subwoofer

(Powerful 15-inch Subwoofer cabinets are powered by remote amplification. Shallow depth design. Located

behind removable acoustical fabric panel)

4 B&W CWM7.3 3-way In-Wall Speaker

(Ultra-Premium in-wall Home Theater speakers. Sealed back box directional design. Blue Kevlar drivers.

Provides surround sound channels. Excellent sound quality)

POWER MANAGEMENT:
1 DataProbe iBB-N15 iBootBar, Remote Reboot AC Power Strip

(Added for Cable Boxes Reboot)
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